
A New Concept Virtual Sports Based on Long Experience and Know-how

Target Zone, a high-quality leisure sport, is with you!



 

A virtual sport that combines sports and IT technology to surpass space 

constraints are creating new forms of leisure culture and new markets.

Domestic screen sports, which started with golf, have been rapidly spreading 

to other events recently, combined with "Our own room culture in 

Korea", and the screen baseball market has now reached saturation.

Now it's a new concept of virtual sports, the TARGETZONE 

Leisure culture that we all enjoy together, it’s a TARGETZONE

TARGETZONE is a high-quality virtual sport based on reality with experience, know-how and technology 

that has already been delivered to various fields such as military, police, various exhibitions and experience centers for the past 10 years

The core of virtual sports solutions is 3D contents production, software development, image processing technology, hardware design 

and development, game firearms, bow and other devices. TARGETZONE is the only virtual sports brand in Korea that directly researches, 

designs, develops and manufactures all fields.

In particular, since we carry out the entire process from design to production, such as shotguns, K2 rifles, Glock pistols, air rifles, and air 

pistols used in shooting, and bows (assassins) used in archery and interface equipment, it has specialized technology for virtual sports 

simulation devices such as durability and reaction power that cannot be compared with other companies that purchase and renovate 

firearms at home and abroad. 



  

TARGETZONE Original·Real Archery 

TARGETZONE Original and Real Archery offers a new business model that provides a new cultural space with screen shooting and 

archery products that many customers can enjoy leisurely in large rooms (large screens). 

TARGETZONE SPORTS  

TARGETZONE Sports has two events- air rifle and air pistol, providing the same type of guns, targets and content in the same way as 

the actual game.

TARGETZONE CLASSIC 

TARGETZONE Classic is a shop-in-shop type that can be operated in a narrow space. There are two   types of K2 rifle shooting and 

GLOCK pistol shooting. 



 

Product Competitiveness 

Sports Solutions of Various Shootings (Shooting·Archery) in New Ways

It is a new game-style shooting solution that can be enjoyed together in an independent private space (large room, 

large screen), and it is the core competitiveness of the target zone. 

CLAY ARCHERY
AIR-RIFLE

AIR-PISTOLPISTOL/K2HUNTING
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Sports Solutions of Various Shootings (Shooting·Archery) in New Ways

It was produced on the basis of the best technology in Korea, by developing and producing and supplying all solutions, 

and we guarantee prices and quality that cannot be compared with other brands that purchase and modify domestic 

and overseas firearms and other equipment. 
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Sports Solutions of Various Shootings (Shooting·Archery) in New Ways

TARGETZONE, a specialized brand of shooting sports, are launching a variety of contents in addition to shooting and 

archery. You can change to a new product at the lowest cost with content and hardware replacement without future 

infrastructure construction 
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Business Strat-up Competitiveness 

It's an easy-to-operate item for anyone

 It can be operated with minimal manpower, and it is an item that can be easily 

operated by beginners.

 We provide headquarters training for systematic operation and systems for 

convenient operation

 We prevent business interruptions due to equipment failures through preventive 

maintenance activities for stable system operation

Protection Policy for a Secure and Reasonable Business Area

 The protection policy for the TARGETZONE business area is to establish a 

reasonable protection zone by consultation with the store owner at the time of 

contract, and to mark the protected area of the contract on the map. 

 We will make every effort to secure excellent customers and increase sales of store 

owners as a high-quality leisure place rather than operating many stores. 

Support continuous operational support and perfect A/S 
management after opening the store

 The key to stable store operations is to maintain a stable operating status of the 

system and ensure the secure store operation through the thorough pre- and 

post-maintenance. 

 We will continue to provide free education at our headquarters to ensure basic 

disability recovery for obstacles that occur during store operation. 

 TARGETZONE continues to develop various items. Provide content upgrades and 

new games to actively respond to changes in the virtual sports market and enable 

long-term store operations. 

Core Business Strat-up Competitiveness of The 

Competitiveness of TARGETZONE Brand!  
 I'd like to show the franchisers to start a successful business. 

The cost of start-ups is lower than that of screen sports 
brands (golf, baseball, etc.)

 It is the cheapest start-up cost of screen sports, which is over 100 million won 

cheaper based on 70 pyeong 

  No additional charges other than reasonable maintenance fees monthly  

 We offer free software upgrades that will continue to be developed and 

supplemented 



 

Product Description TARGETZONE ORIGINAL

Product Overview

 TARGETZONE Original (Plus) consists of a vivid 3D FULL HD content, actual feeling shotguns, and sound systems, which can be 

enjoyed on a wide screen in a large room. It is a new concept of high-quality screen (shotgun) shooting item that anyone can easily 

learn and enjoy. 

 TARGETZONE Original (Plus) is a high-quality leisure sport that is beneficial to the mental health of modern people.

 TARGETZONE is a target zone image shooting solution that can feel pleasure at the moment of hit with high concentration and you 

will experience realistic shooting with various game maps (Map) and realistic effects. 

 It can be converted into various types of games (Archery, machine gun, etc.) that can be enjoyed in a large room. 

You can enjoy the shooting game in an 

independent space (large room, large 

screen), and provide the best realistic 

entertainment space for family, co-workers, 

and dinner parties.

The same shape and weight as the shotgun 

(the shotgun), and the powerful reaction 

force using the air pressure (air compressor) 

during the explosion maximize the thrill and 

the reality of the shooting. 

It can be changed in various forms that 

can be enjoyed in large rooms and large 

screens. It is a space where you can apply 

various products such as shotguns, pistols, 

machine guns, archery, etc. 

Enjoy freely in a private space
Guns that feel real and 

powerful reaction forces
It is possible to change into 

various forms



  

Selection of Difficulty Level 

You can play by selecting the difficulty level for each round, and you can pay the difference in the score for each difficulty to 

support more interesting play. 

Types of Games 

TARGETZONE Original (Plus) has three modes of play: Clay (CLAY), Dynamic (DYNAMIC), Hunting (HUNTING), and various maps 

(MAPs) for each game mode. 

Game MAP 

TARGETZONE Original has a variety of maps (MAPs) for each game and continues to support upgrades and additional production. 

Actual feeling Clay Shot made from 3D images

There are two types of games: Trap and Skit

Actual feeling Clay Shot made from actual shooting images 

There are two types of games: Trap and Skit

Actual feeling Clay Shot made from 3D images 

Dynamic game system

Actual feeling Hunting Shot made from 

3D images 

CLAY(3D) CLAY(VIDEO) DYNAMIC

DYNAMIC

DYNAMIC

CLAY

CLAY

HUNTING

HUNTING

HUNTING



 

Product DescriptionTARGETZONE REAL ARCHERY

Product Overview

  TARGETZONE Screen Archery (REAL ARCHERY) consists of a vivid 3D FULL HD content, actual feeling archery bow (arrow wireless 

interface system), and sound system, which can be enjoyed on a wide screen in a large room. It is a new concept of high-quality 

screen archery game that anyone, both young and old, can easily learn and enjoy. 

  It is the first screen archery product in Korea that can compete with score (winning score) by logging in up to 5 people (team) 

simultaneously as screen archery products, and it is the first screen archery product in Korea, and a new type of breakthrough that 

allows many people to enjoy archery safely by adding interesting elements with the actual feeling of shooting the bow, various 

maps and game types (sports, hunting, and combination). 

You can enjoy the shooting game in 

an independent space (large room and 

screen), and provide the best realistic 

entertainment space for family, co-

workers, and dinner parties. 

Use arrow trigger recognition sensors, 

wireless interfaces, and lasers to the 

archery bow (arrow) to maximize reality 

of archery and feel the thrill at the hit. 

There are currently three types of sports, 

hunting, and complex games based on the 

12th round, and will continue to add map 

(Map) and update various game-based 

content to ensure continuous product quality. 

Enjoy freely in a private space
Actual feeling Bow and Wireless 

interface
Continuous contents update



  

Type and Method of Game

  TARGETZONE screen archery (Real Archery) is the first multi-player archery game in Korea to compete by winning a score 

(or score) by playing one round at a time, as the login number (team), and it is a safe archery game that keeps the actual bow 

shooting feeling intact but the actual arrow does not fly.

  It consists of three types of complex mode games: Sports modes that target various maps (Map), animal hunting (hunting) 

modes, sports and hunting modes. 

  You can play by logging in up to 5 players (team) and it is composed of 12 rounds by game mode. You can shoot three shots in 

one round, and the game starts by stepping on the footplate, and you can enjoy the game with ease. 

Game Map 

  Sports mode is a game that hits the targets fixed or moving, consisting of Olympic stadium maps, Namdaemun maps, and 

Mountain maps that hit the target of animal type.

It is an archery game method that matches the fixed or moving target by distance from various 

backgrounds, and there are two types of target such as animal target and target in archery 

competition. 

It is the core of archery entertainment that hunts athletic animals or birds that move in archery 

hunting games against the background of mountains. 

SPORTS HUNTING

  Hunting mode is a game that hits the animals suspended or moving, and is played on mountain maps (constituting in various locations). 



 

Production DescriptionTARGETZONE ORIGINAL PISTOL

Product Overview

  TARGETZONE ORIGINAL PISTOL consists of a vivid 3D FULL HD content, FULL HD contents, actual feeling shotguns (GLOCK 

PISTOL), and sound systems, which can be enjoyed on a wide screen in a large room. It is a new concept of high-quality 

screen (pistol) shooting game that anyone can easily learn and enjoy. 

  It is a screen shooting item as the first multi-user pistol game in Korea where up to five teams (two people per team can shoot at 

the same time) can log in and enjoy it up to 10 people. 

You can enjoy the shooting game in 

an independent space (large room and 

screen), and provide the best realistic 

entertainment space for family, co-

workers, and dinner parties. 

It is the first shooting game in Korea 

that can fire two pistols (GLOCK model) 

at the same time, and the powerful 

reaction force of the air pressure system 

will maximize the excitement when hit.

A total of five teams (two players per 

team) log in and maximum of 10 players 

can play the game at the same time, 

and it is a new pistol shooting game that 

everyone can enjoy together.  

Enjoy freely in a private space
Actual Feeling Guns and Powerful 

Reaction Forces
The First New Type of Shooting 

Game in Korea



  

Type and Method of Game

  A maximum of five players (five teams, up to two people per team can shot simultaneously) can log in and it is the first multi-

user (pistol) shooting item in Korea that maximum of 10 players can play at the same time. 

  It consists of 12 rounds in various maps (Map) including indoor shooting range, outdoor shooting range, and FPS background, etc

  1There are rules for each game (Map) from round to round 12, and if you step on the footing, the game will start and you can 

enjoy the game leisurely. 

Game Map

SHOOTING RANGE SPEED SHOOTING

11~12 Round

7 Round

4 Round

9~10 Round

6 Round

3 Round

8 Round

5 Round

1~2 Round



 

Product Description TARGETZONE SPORTS

Product Overview

  TARGETZONE SPORTS is a shooting solution created by applying the same method as the actual air rifle and air pistol game. It 

provides the best reality by shooting a 10-meter air rifle/air pistol toward a real electronic target rather than a screen to obtain a score.

  The model is selected for the actual air rifle/air pistol game, providing the best reality with a direct-designed/manufactured game gun. 

  It is an independent booth-type product (interiors are available separately) that can be launched in the form of an independent 

store or a shop-in-shop. 

  The shooting score is linked with the target zone database server to maximize the fun of shooting by providing the point score and 

the national rank in real time after the shooting is finished and the air rifle / pistol is provided in real time.

It is a shooting game applying the actual one of 

10-meter air rifle and pistol, and is also a safe 

and realistic shooting game using real targets, 

not laser-based gun and screens. 

The air guns and pistols using the laser are 

designed and manufactured by selecting the 

actual gun models used by the athletes. In the 

case of the target, the actual target is applied 

rather than the screen to provide reality. 

Al l  stores with this product are 

connected to the target zone server 

(database) to maximize the fun of 

shooting by providing the number of 

stores and nationwide rankings in real 

time after shooting. 

Applying the Same Method 
as the Real Game 

Guns and Targets that are 
Similar to the Actual ones

Calculate store/national rank
 in real time



  

Type of Games

Interior (Shoot place and Customer Monitor)

  Standard specification of shooting place : Width : 1.2 meters wide, Distance to the target : 6 meters

  In addition to the monitor for shooter, the monitor for the game viewer is installed separately at the top to maximize the effect 

of the shooting game. 

How to Play Game

  The same game style as the finals of the actual shooting match (air rifle, air pistol) was applied (Perfect score is 109points) 

  A total of 10 shots per game are shot to obtain a score (Shoot within 30seconds per one shot, it should be 0 when the time is 

over), and the score is divided into nine levels for each score (perfect score per one shot is 10.9 points) 

  After the shooting is finished, it can be linked with the target zone server(database) in real time to provide the number of branch 

offices and the national rank to the customer, thereby increasing the fun of shooting itself and the revisit rate for personal 

record renewal. 

AIR RIFLE

Air Rifle

AIR PISTOL

Air Pistol



 

Product DescriptionTARGETZONE CLASSIC

Product Overview

 TARGETZONE Classic (TARGETZONE CLASSIC, K2, rifle and Glock pistol) is an independent booth-type item( interior is available 

separately) that is possible to start as an independent store or shop-in-shop type

  It is a differentiated screen shooting solution that can be operated even in a narrow space and is consists of two products, CLASSIC 

K2 and CLASSIC PISTOL, depending on the gun and contents. 

  There are games in one/two-player mode, and you can feel the excitement with an actual feeling gun by using powerful reaction 

power for 4 minutes for each game. 

  TARGETZONE Classic will lead customers to revisit through continuous updates of 3D content suitable for game modes (K2 rifle 

shooting and Glock pistol shooting) by gun.

It is a screen shooting solution that 

differentiates itself from the TARGETZONE 

original which requires a wide space, and 

it is a model that can start an independent 

store or shop-in shop in the type of an 

independent booth.

The K2 and GLOCK models used in the 

TARGETZONE Classic are made almost 

identical to actual guns, and the powerful 

reaction of the air pressure system will 

maximize the thrill when shooting

We will continue to support customers 

to visit stores through continuous 3D 

content upgrades, including background, 

characters, animations, and various 

effects.

Item without Space Constraints
TARGETZONE Guns and 

Powerful Reaction Forces
Continuous Contents Update



  

TARGETZONE CLASSIC.K2

  Game Order: Select 1/2-persons → Select 

Game mode → Select Game Map (Map) 

→ start Game 

  The game mode has a Combat mode 

and a Target mode, and the combat 

mode can choose one of four combat 

backgrounds.

 Game guns modeled on K2 guns 

currently in operation by the Korean 

Army provide the best reality with 

powerful reaction power using air 

pressure and Korean contents. 

TARGETZONE CLASSIC. PISTOL

  Game Order: Select 1/2-persons → Select 

Difficulty level → Start Game

  It consists of four rounds in total(3 stages 

per one round, and 10 seconds, 12 

seconds, 15 seconds depending on the 

difficulty per stage), and the game clear 

time is given differently according to 

difficulty selection. 

CLASSIC  K2 CLASSIC  PISTOL



 

Standard Model of TARGETZONE Store

TARGETZONE Simulation (Standard Model)

TARGETZONE has three items such as target zone originals, archery, and pistols, which can be enjoyed together in a large room, and 

also has a classic item that will blow stress with the same air rifle/pistol record game(AIR RIFLE/PISTOL), K2 rifle and GLOCK pistol 

shooting as the actual game. 

When you start a business, we will provide optimal store solutions through various space simulations ranging from 50 pyeong (square 

meters) to 100 pyeong (square meters) in consideration of the store space, surrounding commercial areas and floating population. 

TARGETZONE Item Simulation(Standard Model)

  Four types of large room and large screen type(Original 2, Archery 1, Pistol 1)

  TARGETZONE SPORTS 2 types (Air rifle 1, Air pistol 1) 

  TARGETZONE CLASSIC 1 type (K2 1 or Pistol 1) 

※ Adding products other than the standard model (package) shall be discussed separately. 

This model simulated the target zone standard model (standard package product) in a virtual space and is designed differently 

depending on the space composition of the actual store.

68 pyeong (square meters) (Width: 18.7m Height: 12.0m) 



  

TARGETZONE SPECIFICATION  

※ Details shall be finalized at the time of 

signing on the contract, and further 

information will be provided at 

consultation

W:4.6m

W: 2.2m

H:2.4m

H: 2.2m

H: 1.2m

H: 0.8m

H: 2.2m

D: 6.0m

W: 1.2m

D: 4.0m

  Shooting Place   Front 

  Side   Table

Minimum Standard Size : Area 1m x Depth 5.5m x Height 2.2m Minimum Standard Size : Area 2m x Depth 3.7m x Height 2.2m 

TARGETZONE Original·Real Archery·PISTOL

  The minimum standard of the game room (Width 4.6m, Height 6m)

TARGETZONE SPORTS TARGETZONE CLASSIC  

D:6m

W: 1.2m



#1044, DTVAN Officetel , A-Dong , 12-22, Techno 1 Road, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon-si, Korea

Tel. 070-4099-7247   URL. www.targetzone.co.kr


